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Expcrimcntal measurenta~ts of reaction interme- 
diates formed in hydrocarbon oxdation have been 
prrl’ormd ilr laboratory / I. 21 and engine studies 
13. 41. In par!icular. !abeled L-rethyIpentane has 
been used to study ihe formation and origin ul 
ketones [S]. Mayer and Krause [6] conducted 
experiments with carbon- t4 labeled jsooctane in a 
single-cylinder engine.’ 117 this paper we correlate 
carbon aions in the fuel molec,de with carbanyl 
compounds separated fro-n the eshaust gas. The 

“tendency” for carbon-carbon b,>nd rupture and a 
‘“measure” of the prcbsbility of carbonyi- 
compound formatjon are derived 
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carbon chain is about twice as likely to occur as 
ketone formation, a not unreasombls conclusion 
for the extreme conditions in engine combustion 
since tnere art: two end carbon atoms that can 
result in aldehyde formation while clniy the middle 
carboa atom can contribute to ket,>rre formation. 
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MEETING REPORT 

Fourteenth Symposium (International) on Combustion 

The Fourteenth Symposium (Internationat) on 
Combustion was held August 20-24, 1972, on the 
campus of The Pennsylvania fitate University, 
University Park, Pa. Final registration totals in- 
cluded 701 rc”,js!rants from 25 cuuntrics, plus 
222 wives and children, The technical program 
included the plenary lecture by Professor Hoyt C. 
Hottel of M.I.T. on “Combustion and Energy for 
the Future” and 27 sessions of technical papers 
that inch&d 12 inv:!ed reviews and 121 con- 
tributed papers. Four colloquia were organized for 
the meeting: “Elementary Reactions in Combus- 
tion” (_J? pspcrsi, “Flames in Furnaces and 
Combustorj” (1 I papers), “Pollutant Formation 
and Destruction in Flames” (77 papers), and “Fire 
and Explotion” (111 papers). Other sessions were 
held on Laminar Flames, Oxidation and Ignition, 
Oscillatory Combustion, Turbulent and Supersonic 
Combustion, Detonations. Propelbrnt Research, 
and Heterogeneous Combustion. Papers were gen- 
err&+ c.rcelLerrt and a gmat deal it’ lively and 


